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ABSTRACT
Scientists and engineers have been working for many years to develop accurate
approaches to analyzing nuclear power reactors using computer codes that closely model
the behavior of neutrons in a reactor core. The Monte Carlo simulation method is capable
of treating complex geometries with a high level of resolution and fidelity to model neutron
interactions inside a reactor core. With the requirement of accurate modeling in reactor
physics and dynamics and great innovation of computer technology, Monte Carlo method
is becoming an ever more powerful tool and receiving rising attention. In this study, Monte
Carlo method is used to model nuclear interactions between randomly moving neutrons
and the fuel material, cladding material and moderator. The code, QualifyingMC, written
using Python language develops the neutron diffusion scenario in a two-dimensional cartesian geometry. To evaluate the performance and accuracy of the simulation, the calculated values of the effective multiplication factor (keff), a key component in characterizing
the breeding property of a fission-reactor system, was compared with reference values calculated with other codes using the same geometry, materials and boundary conditions. A
good agreement within a few percent on multiplication factors was obtained. The neutron
flux distribution, another important parameter in a fission-reactor system, as a function of
neutron energy is also calculated and compared with the Watt distribution function. A reasonable agreement between QualifyingMC and the reference results was obtained.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Scientists and engineers have been working for many years to develop accurate
approaches to analyzing nuclear power reactors using computer codes that closely model
the behavior of neutrons in a reactor core. Two such general approaches and numerical
methods employed for the neutron transport simulation [1] are the deterministic and the
Monte Carlo method. Deterministic methods [2] involve the solution of differential equations for the transport equation system. It solves the Boltzmann transport equation in a
numerically approximated manner everywhere throughout a modeled system and describes
the energy dependence of the neutron flux on spatial coordinates of the reactor system. In
Monte Carlo simulation methods [3], however, the neutrons are tracked individually from
emission to eventual interaction or removal by any nuclear process or leakage. The method
is capable of treating complex geometries with a high level of resolution and fidelity. With
the requirement of accurate modeling in reactor physics and dynamics and great innovation
of computer technology, Monte Carlo method is becoming an ever more powerful tool and
receiving rising attention. Some Monte Carlo codes developed by different countries are
UK BNFL’s MONK[4], France IRSN’s MORET[5], Japan JAERI’s MVP/gMVP[6] and
Finland VTT’s SERPENT[7]. Especially in US, at least 5 Monte Carlo codes have been
developed, such as LANL’s MCNP[8], ANL’s VIM[9], ORNL’s KENO[10], LLNL’s
MERCURY[11] and US Navy’s MC21[12].
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In this study, Monte Carlo method is used to model nuclear interactions between
randomly moving neutrons and the fuel material, cladding material and moderator. The
code, QualifyingMC, written using Python language develops the neutron diffusion scenario in two-dimensional cartesian geometry. Neutrons are distributed randomly in the fuel
region moving through the fissile content uranium dioxide fuel, aluminum cladding material and water moderator. Periodic boundary condition is applied to pincell boundaries.
Thus, neutrons are able to leave the reactor without undergoing interaction and appear from
the other side of the reactor with the same energy and direction. The initial locations, direction angles and the distance a neutron can travel before undergoing interaction are chosen by random numbers. The diffusion of neutrons inside nuclear reactor resembles the
Brownian motion and can be analyzed in the stochastic framework as a random walk. Previous studies show that the use of random walk technique for the analysis of neutron
transport process in reactor is quite popular [13]. The assumption is that neutrons will be
either absorbed or scattered at which point they will change energy and direction. For the
cross-section, energy dependent cross section from ENDF library is used. The cross-section is divided into 13 equal energy groups between 3x10-5 electron volt and 3x107electron
volt (eV). This calculational methodology, however, may contain uncertainties caused by
several factors such as the multigroup library, multi-dimensionality effects, the "ray-effect", and geometric approximations. Previous studies have shown that the effect of geometric approximations is negligible [14]. Also, a recent study on the effect of quadrature
order [15] indicates that the use of a S8 quadrature set is adequate for these calculations i.e.
the "ray-effect" is negligible. Therefore, the uncertainties are caused mainly by the P3 trun-
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cation of the Legendre expansion and/or the energy group structure of the multigroup library. As shown by comparison between multigroup and continuous energy Monte Carlo
calculations [14], the multigroup energy Monte Carlo results are within 10% of the continuous energy Monte Carlo results. A better approximation can be made by three-dimensional full-core calculation using continuous energy cross section, but such calculation is
beyond the scope of this study.

To evaluate the performance and accuracy of the simulation, the calculated value
of effective multiplication factor (keff), a key component in characterizing the breeding
property of a fission-reactor system, was compared with reference values calculated with
other codes [16] using the same geometry, materials and boundary conditions [17]. The
reference calculation techniques, developed at the VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland, use two codes: the PSG continuous-energy Monte Carlo reactor physics code and
MORA full-core Monte Carlo neutron transport code based on homogenisation. The results
are then compared to other codes and experimental reference data in the CROCUS reactor
kinetics benchmark calculation [17]. The experimental data was then compared to theoretical calculations. Example results provided by four calculation codes; HEXNOD, MCU,
HELIOS and BOXER were included in the benchmark specification. Comparing the keff
obtained by these calculations and QualifyingMC, good agreement within a few percent
on multiplication factors was obtained. While the reference codes use 20,000 source neutrons in their calculation, QualifyingMC uses up to 2,000 neutrons due to resource limitations. When QualifyingMC is run for higher number of neutrons a better agreement of the
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multiplication factor is achieved. The neutron flux distribution, another important parameter in a fission-reactor system, as a function of neutron energy is also calculated and compared with the Watt distribution function [18] and reasonable agreement between QualifyingMC and the reference results was obtained.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
Increasingly challenging problems in nuclear industry requires higher computational power and more accurate approximations. Monte Carlo has been extensively used in
evaluating the performance of new reactor designs [19]. Before the method was developed,
simulations tested a previously understood deterministic problem, and statistical sampling
was used to estimate uncertainties in the simulations [20]. Monte Carlo simulations invert
this approach, solving deterministic problems using a probabilistic analog. An early variant
of the Monte Carlo method can be seen in the Buffon's needle experiment [21]. This experiment estimated π by dropping needles on a floor made of parallel and equidistant strips.
In the 1930s, Enrico Fermi first experimented with the Monte Carlo method while studying
neutron diffusion [22]. The modern version of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo method was
invented in the late 1940s by Stanislaw Ulam at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. Since
then the method has been widely used in many fields such as nuclear criticality and reactor
analysis and radiation shielding calculation, study on probability and statistics of particle.
In Monte Carlo methods the computational algorithms rely upon repeated random sampling
to obtain numerical results. Their essential idea is using randomness to solve problems that
might be deterministic in principle. This is most useful when it is difficult or impossible to
use other approaches. Monte Carlo methods are mainly used in three problem classes [23]:
optimization, numerical integration, and generating draws from a probability distribution.
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They are useful for simulating systems with many coupled degrees of freedom, such as
fluids, disordered materials, strongly coupled solids, cellular structures (cellular Potts
model, interacting particle systems, McKean-Vlasov processes, kinetic models of gases),
calculation of risk in business, evaluation of multidimensional definite integrals with complicated boundary conditions, predictions of failure, cost overruns and schedule overruns,
and proved better than human intuition or alternative "soft" methods [24].

In the course of Monte Carlo development, other sophisticated techniques such as
“variance reduction” techniques have been introduced to enhance the computational performance of Monte Carlo for higher accuracy and precision [25]. Different variance reduction methods have helped to extend the theory and the sampling technique for improving
the efficiency of the simulation runs [26, 27]. The new hybrid Monte Carlo deterministic
algorithms significantly improved the capability and performance of the Monte Carlo particle and radiation transport simulations. In the hybrid (Monte Carlo/deterministic) method,
the adjoint form of the transport equation is deterministically solved [28, 29]. This solution
generates particle weight-window parameters for the optimum sampling application in the
Monte Carlo part. For this purpose, deterministic codes and multi group diffusion solver
are employed. Some code currently in use includes MCNP in Los Alamos National Laboratory for multiple-purpose particle interaction simulation [30], KENO in National Energy
Agency for criticality and flux simulation [31], Serpent in VTT Technical Research Centre
of Finland for spatial homogenization and fuel cycle studies [32]. Monte Carlo N-Particle
Transport Code (MCNP) had been developed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory since
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at least 1957 [33], which later undergone several further major improvements. It is distributed within the United States by the Radiation Safety Information Computational Center
in Oak Ridge, Tennessee and internationally by the Nuclear Energy Agency in Paris,
France. MCNP is used primarily for the simulation of nuclear processes, such as fission.
However, it has the capability to simulate particle interactions involving neutrons, photons,
and electrons among other particles. KENO is the primary criticality safety analysis tool in
SCALE (Standardized Computer Analyses for Licensing Evaluation). It is a three-dimensional Monte Carlo criticality computer code designed to help a new user understand and
use the SCALE/KENO Monte Carlo code for nuclear criticality safety analyses. Serpent is
a continuous-energy multi-purpose three-dimensional Monte Carlo particle transport code,
currently under development at VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland since 2004
[34]. It was originally known as Probabilistic Scattering Game (PSG) from 2004 to the first
pre-release of Serpent 1 in October 2008 [35]. Serpent is used in a wide range of applications from the group constant generation [36] to coupled multi-physics applications, fusion
neutronics and radiation shielding [37]. It is a continuous-energy multi-purpose three-dimensional Monte Carlo particle transport code with neutron transport capabilities and able
to perform photon transport [38].
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CHAPTER 3
THEORY
3.1 RANDOM NUMBER
An important part of any simulation is the ability to generate random numbers.
NumPy [39] provides various routines in the submodule random for this purpose. The
NumPy package is the fundamental package for scientific computing in Python. It is a
Python library that provides a multidimensional array object, various derived objects (such
as masked arrays and matrices), and an assortment of routines for fast operations on arrays,
including mathematical, logical, shape manipulation, sorting, selecting, I/O, discrete Fourier transforms, basic linear algebra, basic statistical operations, random simulation etc.
np.random.random is the random function of np.random class which generates random
numbers for the given range of 0 to 1. It uses an algorithm, called the Mersenne Twister
[40], to generate pseudorandom numbers.

Figure 3.1 Distribution of random numbers to calculate area under a curve function [41]
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For the energy distribution of the incoming neutrons and the scattered and fission
generated neutron, my model, Qualifying, uses NumPy random numbers for randomly simulating different energy group neutrons. This generates a random level of energy for the
scattered neutron which is scattered after the interaction. This ensures the possibility of any
possible outcome in the reactor and guarantees the stability of the code and Monte Carlo
coded designed reactor in any possible situations. The random function also generates the
angular location of initial neutron over the 360 degrees of the nuclear reactor core. It is
used to generate random number for radial locations according to the powerlaw distribution
[42] of initial neutrons as well. The Monte Carlo methods are used to simulate neutron
movement and interactions. The initial locations, direction angles and the distance neutron
can go before interaction are chosen by random numbers.

3.2 CROSS SECTION
For the cross-section data, Evaluated Nuclear Data File from the ENDF Database
were used. The version of the ENDF is ENDF/B-VIII.0 published in February 2018 in the
USA. Cross sectional data for the Fuel (UO2), cladding material (Al) and moderator was
used from this database. Fission cross section data, scattering cross section data and capture
cross sectional data were taken. The energy range for these data starts from 3x10-5 electron
volt to 3x107electron volt (eV). Cross sectional data for 13 different energy groups were
taken by dividing this energy range into 13 equal (linear) groups. Finding the values of
these different cross-sectional data, elastic and inelastic scattering cross sectional values
were added to determine the total scattering cross sectional data. Again, (n, gamma) cross
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section data for these energy groups were used to achieve the cross-sectional data for capture.

Figure 3.2 Fission cross section for Fuel [43]

As the unit of the values were in barns [10-24 cm2], the units were converted to cm2
by multiplying each of them by 10-24. Now these microscopic cross section data need to be
converted into macroscopic cross section data. In order to that the microscopic cross section data is multiplied by the number density for each element and material. This macroscopic cross section data is used for the coded calculation and simulation. Figures 3.2, 3.3
and 3.4 are original plots for different energy groups of cross-sectional data collected from
the ENDF library. In these figures, scattering cross section, fission cross section and capture cross section data are plotted for the fuel material.
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Figure 3.3 Capture cross section for Fuel [43]

The data in these figures are plotted in the units of barns against the scale of eV for
the energy. For the benefit of calculation, we these units were converted to 1/cm, the unit
for the macroscopic cross section.

Figure 3.4 Scattering cross section for Fuel [43]
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3.3 NEUTRON INTERACTION
Fission reactions are caused by neutrons inside fission reactor. When a neutron hits
the fuel nucleus, for example U-235, the neutron is absorbed and an isotope U-236 is
formed. The U-236 is invariably in its excited state and must de-excite. We know one possibility of de-excitation is fission, and the entire reactor program depends on this possibility. There are different types of interaction reactions that take place during a reactor operation. Of them, fission, capture, elastic scattering, inelastic scattering are the main ones.

Neutron scattering
- Elastic scattering (n, n)
- Inelastic scattering (n, n’)

Neutron absorption
- Radioactive capture (n, )
- Fission
- Charge particle emission (n, p) (n, )
- Neutron emission (n, 2n)

Scattering interactions always produces a single neutron after the interaction. In the
interaction, the neutron and the nuclide collide and share a part of their kinetic energies.
Then they rebound with speeds different from the original speeds, such that the ‘total kinetic energy’ before and after the collision remains the same. If the nucleus is stationary
before collision, it will gain energy from the neutron and start moving, and the neutron gets
slowed down due to loss of kinetic energy. However, the residual nucleus is not excited
but is in its ground state. These types of interactions are known as the elastic interactions.
Hence, elastic scattering represents scattering where both energy and momentum are conserved.
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On the other hand, inelastic scattering takes place when energy and momentum are
not conserved. The lost energy and momentum go into exciting the inertial energy state of
the nucleus. The neutron and the nuclide collide and rebound with speeds different from
the original speeds, but the rebounding nuclide is left in an excited energy state. Hence the
‘total kinetic energy’ after the collision is less than that before the collision, and this difference accounts for the energy of excitation. If the nucleus is stationary before collision,
the neutron must have kinetic energy exceeding the excitation energy, so that such a reaction is possible. Hence inelastic scattering is said to be a threshold reaction, the threshold
being the minimum kinetic energy of the neutron required for the reaction to be possible. The excited nucleus subsequently falls down to a lower energy state by emitting gamma radiation. Heavy nuclides have lower thresholds than light nuclides. Though
the probability of inelastic scattering is generally lower than elastic, the energy loss to the
neutron is higher in an inelastic collision. Inelastic scattering in heavy nuclides degrades
fission neutron energies heavily.

In the case of capture, the neutron is absorbed by the target nucleus to form the next
higher isotope (of mass A+1), in an excited state of energy. The new isotope de-excites by
emitting gamma rays. The neutron is thus lost in this reaction. This is often known as ‘radiative capture.’

Fission reactions, on the other hand, are one of the most important reaction upon
which the present-day nuclear energy program depends. Nuclear fission is a phenomenon
in which a heavy nucleus, splits into two smaller nuclei, called the fission fragments,
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mostly of unequal masses: one often with nearly half the mass as the other, and rarely of
equal masses. This reaction gives off a large amount of energy and emits two or more neutrons, and gamma rays. When a neutron hits a heavy nuclide like U-235, the neutron gets
absorbed in the heavy nuclide that gets energetically agitated (or excited). If the new energy
state of the heavy nuclide is sufficient for it to split, then it can split to cause fission. The
neutrons produced in fission are fast, with an average energy of 2 MeV. It must be noted
that the fission fragments themselves are in excited state, and they de-excite generally
by beta, gamma and neutron emissions. The neutron emitted during fission are
called prompt neutrons, and those emitted by the fragments after a delay are called delayed
neutrons. Similarly, prompt and delayed gammas are also emitted. About 80 % of the energy released in fission is carried away by the fission products (and the rest by the other
particles), which in turn transfer the energy to the surroundings, making the energy recoverable. Some energy is carried away by particles known as neutrinos, which are charge less
and light, do not interact with any material, and hence their energy is not recoverable. As
a fission caused by a neutron involves production of further neutrons, a fission chain reaction becomes possible, and such a chain is ensured in the design of a reactor. The nuclear
energy released in fission is about a million times the chemical energy released in burning
a block of coal of equal mass.
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Figure 3.5 Neutron path in Monte Carlo code [41]

There are many other neutron interaction reactions that happen in a nuclear reactor.
Here, Fission, Capture and Scattering interactions will be covered to calculate and simulate
the neutron interaction within the periodic boundary of a nuclear reactor.

3.4 MEAN FREE PATH
When looking at the transmissions of neutrons through matter within a reactor, the
mean free path helps determine the average distance that a neutron travels between each
collision. The mean free path is derived from the probability function, 𝑝(𝑥) (unitless),
shown in Equation 1, in which it determines the probability that the first collision for the
neutron will occur in 𝑑𝑥 (cm) in the neighborhood of 𝑥. The mean free path, 𝜆 (cm), is then
obtained by integrating the probably function with respect to x from 0 to infinity as shown
in Equation 2.
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𝑝(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 𝑒 − ∑𝑡 𝑥 × ∑𝑡 𝑑𝑥
= ∑𝑡 𝑒 − ∑𝑡 𝑥 𝑑𝑥
∞

(1)

∞

𝜆 = ∫ 𝑥𝑝(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = ∑𝑡 ∫ 𝑥𝑒 − ∑𝑡 𝑥 𝑑𝑥
0

0
1

=∑

(2)

𝑡

The mean free path is utilized in many different applications to help determine moderator
thickness of a shield. The mean free path relies on both the energy of the neutron and the
type of material it passes through. When a neutron collides, it loses energy and its mean
free path is also affected.

3.5 NEUTRON COLLISION THEORY
Although understanding the distance between each collision is important, it is also
important to understand what occurs during the neutron interaction. All neutrons produced
by fission are born as fast neutrons. These fast neutrons slow down by collisions with the
nuclei which mostly occur in the moderator of the reactor. Figure 3.6 displays what occurs
when a neutron is elastically scattered from a nucleus at rest. From the figure, a probability
between the initial kinetic energy, 𝐸 (MeV), and the kinetic energy after collision, 𝐸′
(MeV), can be found. Equation 4 is the resulting probability that the kinetic energy will
drop from the initial to the final as a result from the collision. Equation 3 is utilized to relate
the initial and final energies for a collision, where 𝛼 (MeV) is the collision parameter, the
smallest fractional energy that a neutron can have after collision. The collision parameter
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is shown in Equation 5 where A is the atomic mass number. Through this process it is
assumed that this is uniform isotropic scattering.

𝐸′ = [

(1+𝛼)+(1−𝛼)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑐
2

]×𝐸

Figure 3.6 Illustration of elastic scattering off a nucleus at rest [42]

𝑃(𝐸 ′ )𝑑𝐸 ′ =

=

𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑑𝑆
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒
2𝜋𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑐 𝑑𝜃𝑐
4𝜋 × 12

=−

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑐 =

𝑑(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑐 ) 𝑑𝐸′
×
2
𝑑𝐸′

2
𝐸′ (1 + 𝛼)
× −
1 − 𝛼 𝐸 (1 − 𝛼)

𝑑(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑐 )
2
=
(1 − 𝛼)𝐸
𝑑𝐸′
𝑃(𝐸 ′ )𝑑𝐸 ′ = −

1
× 𝑑𝐸′
(1 − 𝛼)𝐸
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(3)

1

𝑃(𝐸 ′ ) = (1−𝛼)𝐸

(4)

𝐴−1 2

𝛼 = (𝐴+1)

(5)

Using Equation 5, the average energy of a neutron after one collision can be found
as shown in Equation 6. This average energy falls between 𝐸 and 𝛼𝐸 since those two, in
terms of words, are respectively the maximum energy and the minimum energy resulting
from a collision. Figure 3.7 shows this probability in graphical form.

𝛼𝐸

1

̅ = − ∫ 𝐸 ′(1−𝛼)𝐸 𝑑𝐸′
𝐸′
𝐸

=

𝐸2 − 𝛼 2𝐸2
1
(1 − 𝛼)𝐸
2
𝐸

= (1 − 𝛼) 2

(6)

Figure 3.7 Probability of scattering between max. and min. energy after collision [42]
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3.6 NEUTRON MODERATOR
Although neutron collision from elastic scattering can slow down the neutrons, a
quicker method that is used is the neutron moderator. A moderator is used to slow down
the neutrons going from fission to the thermal energies. A moderator is needed because at
the thermal energies when the neutrons are slower, the probability of fission U-235 becomes very high. Figure 3.8 shows how the moderator is used, in this scenario it is H2O, to
slow down the neutrons from colliding into each other. To have an effective moderator, it
is important to have a high elastic scattering cross-section and a high average logarithmic
energy decrement.

Figure 3.8 Demonstration of how the neutron moderator works [45]

3.7 MAXWELLIAN-BOLTZMANN DISTRIBUTION
Neutron moderators are mainly used in thermal reactors in which the reactor uses
thermal neutrons to sustain the chain reaction. Neutrons in the thermal region achieve thermal equilibrium with the atoms of the moderator. These neutron’s energies are distributed
using Maxwellian-Boltzmann distribution which is shown in Equation 10, where T is the
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temperature of the moderator and k is the Boltzmann constant which is 8.52 × 10−5 eV/K.
The thermal spectrum is defined in Equation 11 where 𝑛0 is the total thermal neutron density. Figure 3.9 graphically shows the thermal spectrum in relation to the rest of the reactor
neutron spectrum.

2𝜋𝐸 1/2

−𝐸

𝑀(𝐸) = (𝜋𝑘𝑇)3/2 𝑒 𝑘𝑇
2𝐸

(7)
2𝜋𝐸 1/2

−𝐸

𝜙(𝐸) = 𝑛0 𝑣𝑀(𝐸) = √ 𝑚 × 𝑛0 × (𝜋𝑘𝑇)3/2 𝑒 𝑘𝑇

Figure 3.9 Thermal reactor neutron spectrum [45]
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(8)

Prompt neutrons are born at energies between 0.1 MeV and 10 MeV. The average
prompt neutron energy is about 2 MeV. Fast reactors have a neutron energy spectrum that
has the same shape as the prompt neutron energy spectrum. Thermal reactors have a neutron energy spectrum that has two pronounced peaks, one in the thermal energy region
where the neutrons are in thermal equilibrium with the core materials and another in the
fast region at energies where neutrons are produced. The flux in the intermediate region (1
eV to 0.1 MeV) has a roughly 1/E dependence. The neutron flux spectrum for the fast
energy region of a thermal reactor has a shape similar to that of the spectrum of neutrons
emitted by the fission process. The reason for the 1/E flux dependence at intermediate energy levels in a thermal reactor is due to the neutrons' tendency to lose a constant fraction
of energy per collision. Since the neutrons lose a greater amount at the higher energies, the
neutrons tend to "pile up" at lower energies where they lose less energy per collision. The
neutron flux spectrum for the slow region of a thermal reactor contains a peak at the energy
where the neutrons are in thermal equilibrium with the atoms of the surrounding materials.

Figure 3.10 Relative abundance of neutrons at different energy and temperatures [46]
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3.8 EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR
Effective multiplication factor, keff (unitless), is the ratio of the neutrons produced
in one generation to neutrons lost in previous generation.
𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑
𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑡

(9)

Neutrons are only produced by fission reaction and lost by leakage and absorption.
The remaining neutrons either are absorbed in non-fission reactions or leave the system
without being absorbed. The value of keff determines how a nuclear chain reaction proceeds:

keff < 1 (subcriticality): The system cannot sustain a chain reaction, and any beginning of a chain reaction dies out over time. For every fission that is induced in the system, an average total of 1/(1 − k) fissions occur.
keff = 1 (criticality): Every fission causes an average of one more fission, leading
to a fission (and power) level that is constant. Nuclear power plants operate with k = 1
unless the power level is being increased or decreased.
keff > 1 (supercriticality): For every fission in the material, it is likely that there
will be "k" fissions after the next mean generation time. The result is that the number of
fission reactions increases exponentially.

In a nuclear reactor, keff will actually oscillate from slightly less than 1 to slightly
more than 1, due primarily to thermal effects. This leaves the average value of keff at exactly
1. In my model, I used a simple case of neutrons causing chain reaction without accounting
for thermal effect.
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CHAPTER 4
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
4.1 GEOMETRY AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The Monte Carlo methods are used to simulate neutron movement and interactions.
The initial locations, direction angles and the distance neutron can go before interaction
are chosen by random numbers. QualifyingMC is made to demonstrate criticality calculation for simplified 2D pincell geometry by using Monte Carlo methods for 13 group cross
sections. Geometry and boundary conditions are shown below in Figure 4.1.

PB
M
C

PB

PB
F

F : Fuel
C : Cladding
M: Moderator
PB: Periodic Boundary Condition
rfuel = 0.53 cm
rclad_inner = 0.53 cm
rclad_outer = 0.90 cm
Pitch (p) = 1.8 cm

PB

Figure 4.1 The 2D geometry used in QualifyingMC code.
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The neutrons are initially distributed uniformly in fuel region. The fissile content
Uranium-dioxide (UO2) is defined as fuel, Aluminum (Al) is defined as cladding material,
and Water (H2O) is defined as moderator. The energy dependent cross sections of these
materials are used for calculations. The periodic boundary condition is applied to pincell
boundaries, so neutrons are able to leave the system without doing any interaction and
appear at the opposite boundary with same direction. The ultimate purpose of calculations
done by QualifyingMC is to calculate effective multiplication factor (keff) for a specific
number of neutrons.

4.2 SAMPLING INITIAL NEUTRON LOCATIONS
The initial neutron locations are chosen by using random numbers (𝜉) between 0
and 1.

θ

Figure 4.2 Defining Initial location of neutron

To find angular position, theta 𝜃 (rad) is sampled uniformly over 2𝜋
𝜃 = 2𝜋𝜉

To find radial position, r is sampled over rfuel by considering power law distribution because
of radial effect.
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4.3 SAMPLING NEUTRON DIRECTION AND INTERACTION DISTANCE
The direction angle theta (θ) is sampled uniformly over 2𝜋. The distance neutron
can go before interaction is related to mean free path of a neutron. To sample it correctly,
we need to find cumulative distribution function (CDF) from its probability distribution
function (PDF) as below. The probability distribution function of a neutron can be found
by using its survival probability.

𝐼(𝑥) = 𝐼0 𝑒 −Σ𝑡 𝑥

𝐼0

Figure 4.3 Interaction of neutron with a medium

The survival probability, which is the probability for not being interacted in distance x, is
𝑒 −Σ𝑡𝑥 .
Then the interaction probability in distance x becomes Σ𝑡 𝑒 −Σ𝑡 𝑥
The PDF is 𝑝𝑑𝑓(𝑥) = Σ𝑡 𝑒 −Σ𝑡𝑥
Then the CDF is calculated by integrating PDF between 0 and x
𝑥

′

𝑐𝑑𝑓(𝑥) = ∫0 Σ𝑡 𝑒 −Σ𝑡 𝑥 𝑑𝑥 ′ = 1 − 𝑒 −Σ𝑡𝑥

(10)

CDF is the distribution function to be used for random numbers to sample interaction
length d
𝑐𝑑𝑓(𝑥) = 𝜉 = 1 − 𝑒 −Σ𝑡 𝑥

(11)

Then, the interaction length is sampled by following equation
1

𝑑 = 𝑥 = − Σ ln(𝜉)
𝑡
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(12)

Figure 4.4 Probability distribution function [41]

4.4 CHECKING REGION CHANGE
QualifyingMC stores each neutron position even if it is not interacted, which makes
it easy to check whether neutron is leaving a region and entering another one. The easiest
way to check region change is calculating all distances in neutron direction to all boundaries and then compare it with the interaction length. If the interaction length is bigger than
the closest distance, then the neutron will be moved without being interacted to that surface
which has the closest distance.

Figure 4.5 Distances to the boundaries
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As can be seen in Figure 4.5, there are 8 different distance value for 8 different
intersection. These distances are calculated line equations for circles and boundaries. According to neutron direction, d1, d3, d5, d7 are forward distances and have positive sign. On
the other hand, d2, d4, d5, d6 are backward distances and have negative sign. Among these
distance values, the smallest and positive one will be picked and compared to interaction
length d to decide whether neutron is leaving the region or not.

It can be assumed that neutrons are travelling in a line with direction angle 𝜃, then
the distance values are calculated by using following equations. For circle surface, the intersection points can be calculated geometrically.

x',y'
dsinθ
x,y

θ
dcosθ
(

Figure 4.6 Calculating the position of neutron

𝑥 ′ = 𝑥 + 𝑑 cos 𝜃
𝑦 ′ = 𝑦 + 𝑑 sin 𝜃
(𝑥 + 𝑑 cos 𝜃)2 + (𝑦 + 𝑑 sin 𝜃)2 = 𝑟 2
𝑥 2 + 2𝑥𝑑 cos 𝜃 + 𝑑2 cos2 𝜃 + 𝑦 2 + 2𝑦𝑑 sin 𝜃 + 𝑑 2 sin2 𝜃 = 𝑟 2
(sin2 𝜃 + cos 2 𝜃)𝑑 2 + (2𝑥 cos 𝜃 + 2𝑦 sin 𝜃)𝑑 + (𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 − 𝑟 2 ) = 0
𝑑2 + (2𝑥 cos 𝜃 + 2𝑦 sin 𝜃)𝑑 + (𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 − 𝑟 2 ) = 0
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(13)

This is quadratic equation with coefficients, 𝑎 = 1, 𝑏 = 2𝑥 cos 𝜃 + 2𝑦 sin 𝜃 , 𝑐 = 𝑥 2 +
𝑦2 − 𝑟2
Δ = 𝑏 2 − 4𝑎𝑐
Δ ≥ 0 → intersection with the circle surface
Δ < 0 → no intersection with the circle surface

the roots of this equation are 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 ,
𝑑1,2 =

−𝑏∓√Δ
2𝑎

−𝑏∓√𝑏 2 −4𝑎𝑐

=

2𝑎

(14)

For right and left boundaries, the intersection points can be calculated geometrically,

p/2, y'
dsinθ
x,y
-p/2, y'

±

θ
dcosθ
(

𝑝
= 𝑥 + 𝑑 cos 𝜃
2

Figure 4.7 Defining the vertical boundaries

The roots of this equation are 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 .
𝑑1,2 =

𝑝
2

± −𝑥
cos 𝜃
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(15)

For top and bottom boundaries, the intersection points can be calculated geometrically,

x', p/2
dsinθ
x,y

θ
dcosθ
(

x', -p/2
±

𝑝
= 𝑦 + 𝑑 sin 𝜃
2

Figure 4.8 Defining the horizontal boundaries

The roots of this equation are 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 .
𝑑1,2 =

𝑝
2

± −𝑦
sin 𝜃

(16)

After comparing the interaction length with the smallest and positive distance, if
interaction length is higher than smallest positive distance, then neutron will change the
region. The next interaction length must be sampled according to neutronic properties of
new region. Neutron is moved to closest surface by using the smallest distance, then x and
y coordinates of next neutron location is calculated geometrically and stored. If interaction
length is smaller than smallest positive distance, it means neutron is staying in same region
and interacting. Neutron is moved to interaction point by using interaction length, then x
and y coordinates of interaction location is calculated geometrically and stored.
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4.5 SAMPLING INTERACTION TYPE
Once the neutron interaction length is compared to distances, if there is no region
change, the neutron is moved, the interaction point and interaction type is sampled corresponding to cross sections. There are 3 different type of interactions that are sampled in
QualifyingMC: fission, scattering and capture.

The cross section data (Σ𝑓 , Σ𝑐 , Σ𝑠 , Σ𝑡 ) is chosen according to neutron energy and
region material. The random numbers (𝜉) decide interaction type as below,
Σ𝑡 = Σ𝑓 + Σ𝑐 + Σ𝑠

0<𝜉<

Σ𝑓
Σ𝑡

→

Σ𝑓
Σ𝑓 + Σ𝑐
<𝜉<
→
Σ𝑡
Σ𝑡
Σ𝑓 + Σ𝑐
<𝜉<1 →
Σ𝑡

(17)

𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒

𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

Fission
If fission occurs 2 or 3 neutrons are born. The information is stored, and the neutron
is killed and not being tracked anymore. The simulation continues for new neutron.
Capture
If capture occurs, the neutron is killed and not being tracked anymore. The simulation continues for new neutron
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Scattering
If scattering occurs, neutron loses some energy in collision and the direction angle
and the interaction length are sampled again. Neutron is being tracked.
Leakage
If neutron intersects with the boundary, it disappears at that boundary and counted
as leaked, then appears at the opposite boundary with same direction angle as incoming neutron from neighbor pincell.

4.6 CALCULATION OF NEUTRON FLUX
The neutron flux is obtained with a parametrized neutron flux function following
the usual three region neutron distribution. A Maxwell-Boltzmann [47] distribution is
used to describe the distribution of neutrons in the thermal region.

For the fast neutron region, the flux is described by the Watt distribution [18]:

(18)
Where,

The Watt distribution function is used to verify the calculated neutron flux distribution in the 2D reactor. The calculated neutron flux follows the flux pattern by Watt function, indicating that the QualifyingMC Monte Carlo method modeled neutron transport
well. Figure 4.9 shows the comparison between these two estimates.
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Figure 4.9 Neutron flux: QualifyingMC vs. Watt function

4.7 CALCULATION OF EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR
The effective neutron multiplication factor, keff, is the average number of neutrons
from one fission that cause another fission. The remaining neutrons either are absorbed in
non-fission reactions or leave the system without being absorbed. The value of keff determines how a nuclear chain reaction proceeds. It is the ratio of the neutrons produced in one
generation to neutrons lost in previous generation. Neutrons are only produced by fission
reaction and lost by leakage and absorption. The remaining neutrons either are absorbed in
non-fission reactions or leave the system without being absorbed. The value of k determines how a nuclear chain reaction proceeds.

4.8 HOW TO USE QualifyingMC
QualifyingMC is a python code, so any python compiler can be used to run the
code. In Jupyter Notebook, the command QualifyingMC(N) is used, after compiling the
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source code, to run the code for N number of neutrons. The following table shows the usage
of command in Jupyter Notebook for N=10 Neutrons with results.

Table 4.1 QualifyingMC output for N (=10) neutrons

4.9 COMPARISON
In order to verify the computational methods and investigate the performance of
QualifyingMC, the results are compared with reference results [16] obtained using same
boundary conditions and taking into account the correlated physics. QualifyingMC approximates the neutron distribution and keff by estimating the number of fission neutrons produced per fission neutron started for a given generation. The ultimate goal of the code is to
calculate keff and the flux distribution of neutrons to compare them with the reference results. Using QualifyingMC(N) command, the code is run for 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000 and
2000 neutrons. For each case, the code is run more than once. For example, for 10 neutrons,
QualifyingMC(10) is run 5 times and the keff returned by each run is recorded. Then, their
standard deviation, the dispersion of the keff values relative to its mean, is calculated as the
square root of the variance. For each case i.e. 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000 and 2000 neutrons,
the keff values and their standard deviation is calculated. Next, the values are compared with
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the reference values, taking into account their sizes. The comparison is expressed as a ratio
and is a unitless number. By multiplying these ratios by 100 these values are expressed as
percentages. Furthermore, the relative difference is calculated by dividing the actual difference by the reference value. Assuming x the reference value and y the QualifyingMC
value, the difference between the values, the actual difference, is calculated according to
the following equation:
Δkeff = x – y

(19)

|Δ| = |xkeff− y|

(20)

Thus, the absolute difference is,

The relative difference,
Relative difference

Actual difference

(21)
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
QualifyingMC starts with a neutron point source inside the fuel cell for initiation
of nuclear chain reaction. All calculations are run on HP 2.2 GHz Intel Core i5-5200 using
up to 2000 source neutrons.

5.1 NEUTRON SOURCE AND CROSS SECTION
Neutrons are generated randomly using Numpy’s “random” function and are propagated through space with certain energy and velocity. The U-235 nucleus interacts with
the neutrons in two basic ways: it can scatter the interacting neutron deflecting it in a different direction while transferring some of its kinetic energy or it can capture the neutron,
which in turn can affect the nucleus in several ways: absorption and fission. Scattering
usually results in a change in the energy and direction of motion of a neutron but cannot
directly cause the disappearance of a free neutron. The probability that the U-235 nucleus
will scatter or capture a neutron is measured by its scattering cross section and capture
cross section, respectively. The overall capture cross section is subdivided into other cross
sections: the absorption cross section and the fission cross section. Absorption leads to the
disappearance of free neutrons as a result of a nuclear reaction with fission or the formation
of a new nucleus and another particle or particles such as protons, alpha particles and
gamma ray photons. A neutron is captured when one or more neutrons collide and merge
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with the U-235 to form a heavier nucleus i.e. U-236. Absorption cross section is often
highly dependent on neutron energy. The likelihood of absorption is proportional to the
time the neutron is in the vicinity of the nucleus. The time spent in the vicinity of the U235 nucleus is inversely proportional to the relative velocity between the neutron and U235 nucleus. Uncaptured neutrons undergo either absorption by fission or scattering. Each
fission reaction results in two or three more neutrons that cause subsequent fission reaction(s). The fission cross section decreases monotonically with increasing energy of neutrons. If on average one neutron from each fission is captured and successfully produces
fission, a self-sustaining chain reaction is produced. If on average more than one neutron
from each fission triggers another fission, then the number of neutrons and the rate of energy production increases exponentially with time. When fast neutrons from the fission
process collide with the reactor or shield material, they lose their energy to thermal equilibrium energy, where they have as much probability of gaining energy as losing it through
further collisions.

5.2 NEUTRON TRANSPORT
QualifyingMC uses Monte Carlo methods to model neutron movement and interactions inside the reactor. The initial locations, direction angles and the distance a neutron
can travel before undergoing interaction are chosen by random numbers. The diffusion of
neutrons inside nuclear reactor resembles to the Brownian motion and can be analyzed in
the stochastic framework as a random walk. Previous studies show that the use of random
walk techniques for the analysis of neutron transport process in reactor is quite popular.
The assumption is that the neutrons will be either absorbed or scattered at which point they
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will change energy and direction. QualifyingMC has developed the neutron diffusion scenario for a two-dimensional case using the random walk framework. The neutrons are distributed randomly in fuel region moving through the fissile content uranium dioxide fuel,

p

aluminum cladding material and water moderator.

p
Figure 5.1 Visual presentation of neutron transport by QualifyingMC for 10 neutrons

Table 5.1 QualifyingMC calculates keff for 10 neutrons

As discussed above, the energy dependent cross sections of these materials are used
for calculations and periodic boundary condition is applied to pincell boundaries. Thus,
neutrons are able to leave the reactor without undergoing interaction and appear from the
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other side of the reactor with the same energy and direction. The study of the motions and
interactions of neutrons with materials is important because it gives information about
where neutrons are in an apparatus, what direction they are going, and how quickly they
are moving. This also helps to determine the behavior of nuclear reactor cores and experimental or industrial neutron beams.

5.3 EFFECTIVE NEUTRON MULTIPLICATION FACTOR
The effective neutron multiplication factor calculated with Monte Carlo code QualifyingMC using detailed geometrical model of the reactor was compared to the reference
values. Table 5.2 reports the keff calculated with QualifyingMC and the reference values.
The values are in reasonably good agreement indicating that the material and geometrical
properties of the reactor core are modelled well. For higher numbers of source neutrons,
the QualifyingMC keff values are closer to unity (Table 5.2). Table 5.3 shows the comparison between keff values calculated by QualifyingMC and the reference values according
equation 21. A negative relative difference indicates that the QualifyingMC value is greater
than the reference value. A positive relative difference, on the other hand, means, the QualifyingMC value is smaller compared to the reference value. The results are shown in Figure
5.2.
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Table 5.2 Effective multiplication factors calculated with different models
Code

Library

keff

CPU time (min)

HEXNOD

ENDF/B-IV

0.99811

N/A

MCU

MCUDAT

0.99713

N/A

HELIOS

ENDF/B-VI

1.00090

N/A

BOXER

JEF-1

1.00094

N/A

PSG

ENDF/B-VI.8

0.99516 ± 0.00022

40.69

MORA 2-group

ENDF/B-VI.8

1.04296 ± 0.00027

14.27

MORA 4-group

ENDF/B-VI.8

1.01417 ± 0.00027

14.28

Mora 69-group

ENDF/B-VI.8

1.00099 ± 0.00028

15.97

Mora 172-group

ENDF/B-VI.8

1.00077 ± 0.00021

16.50

QualifyingMC (10)

ENDF/B-VIII

1.12621 ± 0.0343

0.03

QualifyingMC (50)

ENDF/B-VIII

1.09298 ± 0.0340

0.5

QualifyingMC (100)

ENDF/B-VIII

1.06071 ± 0.0322

2

QualifyingMC (500)

ENDF/B-VIII

1.03243 ± 0.0312

8

QualifyingMC (1000)

ENDF/B-VIII

1.01524 ± 0.0027

30

QualifyingMC (2000)

ENDF/B-VIII

1.00745 ± 0.0021

240
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Table 5.3 Comparison of the effective multiplication factors.
Reference – QualifyingMC (QMC)
PSG - QMC
MORA 2 group - QMC
MORA 4 group - QMC
MORA 69 group - QMC
MORA 172 group - QMC
HEXNOD - QMC
MCU - QMC
HELIOS - QMC
BOXER - QMC

Relative difference
-0.01229
0.03524
0.00667
-0.00641
-0.00663
-0.00927
-0.01024
-0.00650
-0.00646

As shown in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.3, the results are in reasonably good agreement
(99.8%) with some variation. In part, this results from the fact that the list of precursor
isotopes included in each group depends on the cross-section library used in the calculations [8]. Also, the references use 20,000 source neutrons in their calculation while QualifyingMC uses up to 2,000 neutrons due to resource limitations. When QualifyingMC uses
higher numbers of source neutrons the results are in relatively better agreement: 87.3%
(N=10) vs. 99.8% (N=2000).

Figure 5.2 Comparison of QualifyingMC to reference effective multiplication factors
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Furthermore, increasing the energy resolution will result in a more accurate description of the resonance region, which will result in further better agreement. Figure 5.3
shows the relation between keff and number of neutrons used by QualifyingMC. When the
Monte Carlo method is run for higher number of neutrons a good approximation of the
multiplication factor is achieved.

QualifyingMC
1.2
1.15

keff

1.1
1.05
1
0.95
0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

log(N)

Figure 5.3 QualifyingMC keff approaches unity when more neutrons are used
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Monte Carlo simulations are widely used for modeling nuclear reactor operations.
Although Monte Carlo calculations are costly, they give a result of exactly known accuracy
and the calculation costs can be adjusted to meet the required precision. In this study,
Monte Carlo method was used to model the motion and interactions of neutrons inside a
2D reactor and calculate the neutron flux distribution and effective multiplication factors
inside the reactor. The initial locations, direction angles and the neutron mean free path are
defined using random numbers. Freely moving neutrons inside reactor are either absorbed
or scattered. Some neutrons that are absorbed underwent fission. Scattered neutrons
changed energy and direction. Neutrons leaving reactor without undergoing interaction appeared from the other side of the reactor with the same energy and direction. This process
continued until the neutron is absorbed or further scattered. Ultimately, the neutron flux
distribution and effective multiplication factors were calculated, and results were compared
with reference results.

Despite the widespread use of periodic boundary conditions in computer simulations, there are some limitations associated with the choice. The physical interpretation and
consequences of the artificial infinite periodicity is unclear. The symmetry of the reactor
imposed by the periodic replicas on the whole system can be problematic. Nonetheless, the
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periodic boundary condition has a number of positive features, and in general circumstances preferable to the solid boundary conditions. The energy dependent cross section
used in this study was obtained from the ENDF library and divided into 13 equal energy
groups. Based on the comparison between multigroup and continuous energy Monte Carlo
calculations, the multigroup energy Monte Carlo results are within 10% of the continuous
energy Monte Carlo results. This calculational methodology, however, may contain uncertainties caused by several factors such as the multigroup library, multi-dimensionality effects, the "ray-effect", and geometric approximations, though previous studies have shown
that the effect of geometric approximations is negligible and the use of a S8 quadrature set
is adequate for these calculations i.e. the "ray-effect" is negligible. However, a better approximation can be made by three-dimensional full-core calculation using continuous energy cross section.

QualifyingMC was compared with reference codes that use 20,000 source neutrons
in their calculation. QualifyingMC, however, uses up to 2,000 neutrons. The calculations
are run on HP 2.2 GHz Intel Core i5-5200, which takes 240 min CPU time to complete the
calculation for 2,000 source neutrons. A time-dependent full-core calculation using continuous energy cross section and higher number of source neutrons, though would be computationally expensive, is likely to give a better approximation. However, within the scope
of this study, the results were shown to be in reasonably good agreement, proving that
Monte Carlo method is a useful technique to simulate neutron kinetics based on repeated
random sampling and statistical analysis, and capable of modeling engineering problems
relating to probabilistic interpretation.
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APPENDIX A: QualifyingMC code
###########################################################
#
2D MONTE CARLO NEUTRON TRANSPORT CODE
#
###########################################################
import random
import math
import pylab
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from scipy.stats import maxwell
from scipy.interpolate import interp1d
np.random.seed()
def CrossSections(Energy,region):
#=========================================================#
#
Energy Dependent Macroscopic Cross Section Data
#
#=========================================================#
#Unit is 1/cm
#sigma_x[EnergyGroup][Region]
sigma_f=np.array([[1.05e-1,0,0],
[5.96e-2,0,0],
[6.02e-2,0,0],
[1.06e-1,0,0],
[2.46e-1,0,0],
[2.50e-1,0,0],
[1.07e-1,0,0],
[1.28e+0,0,0],
[9.30e+0,0,0],
[2.58e+1,0,0]])
sigma_c=np.array([[1.41e-6,1.71e-2,3.34e-6],
[1.34e-3,7.83e-3,3.34e-6],
[1.10e-2,2.83e-4,2.56e-7],
[3.29e-2,4.52e-6,6.63e-7],
[8.23e-2,1.06e-5,2.24e-7],
[4.28e-2,4.39e-6,1.27e-7],
[9.90e-2,1.25e-5,2.02e-7],
[2.51e-1,3.98e-5,6.02e-7],
[2.12e+0,1.26e-4,1.84e-6],
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[4.30e+0,3.95e-4,5.76e-6]])
sigma_s=np.array([[2.76e-1,1.44e-1,1.27e-2],
[3.88e-1,1.76e-1,7.36e-2],
[4.77e-1,3.44e-1,2.65e-1],
[6.88e-1,2.66e-1,5.72e-1],
[9.38e-1,2.06e-1,6.69e-1],
[1.52e+0,2.14e-1,6.81e-1],
[2.30e+0,2.23e-1,6.82e-1],
[2.45e+0,2.31e-1,6.83e-1],
[9.79e+0,2.40e-1,6.86e-1],
[4.36e+1,2.41e-1,6.91e-1]])
sigma_t=sigma_f+sigma_c+sigma_s
#=========================================================#
#
Energy Group
#
#=========================================================#
#Unit is MeV
Group_Energy=[3e+1,
#Group0
3e+0,
#Group1
3e-1,
#Group2
3e-2,
#Group3
3e-3,
#Group4
3e-4,
#Group5
3e-5,
#Group6
3e-6,
#Group7
3e-7,
#Group8
3e-8]
#Group9
for g in range(len(Group_Energy)):
if Energy>=Group_Energy[g]:
#Neutron in Group g
group=g
break
#print(group,Energy)
#=========================================================#
#
Cross Sections
#
#=========================================================#
#Unit is 1/cm
sig_f=sigma_f[group][region]
sig_c=sigma_c[group][region]
sig_s=sigma_s[group][region]
sig_t=sigma_t[group][region]
sig=[sig_f,sig_c,sig_s,sig_t]
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return sig
def CalcGroup(Energy):
#Unit is MeV
Group_Energy=[3e+1,
#Group0
3e+0,
#Group1
3e-1,
#Group2
3e-2,
#Group3
3e-3,
#Group4
3e-4,
#Group5
3e-5,
#Group6
3e-6,
#Group7
3e-7,
#Group8
3e-8]
#Group9
for g in range(len(Group_Energy)):
if Energy>=Group_Energy[g]:
#Neutron in Group g
group=g
break
return group
def QualifyingMC(Neutrons_Number):
#=========================================================#
#
Initialization
#
#=========================================================#
print("Number of Neutrons.......................=
trons_Number) # Number of initial neutrons
Neutrons_Produced=0
Number of fission neutrons
interaction_point_x=[]
list for x coordinate of interaction point
interaction_point_y=[]
list for y coordinate of interaction point
FuelSurfNeuNum=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
CladSurfNeuNum=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]
Group_Energy=[3e+1,
#Group0
3e+0,
#Group1
3e-1,
#Group2
3e-2,
#Group3
3e-3,
#Group4
3e-4,
#Group5
3e-5,
#Group6
3e-6,
#Group7
3e-7,
#Group8
3e-8]
#Group9
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",Neu#
#
#

Fission=0
interactions
nu=0
Capture=0
interactions
Absorption=0
interactions
Scattering=0
interactions
Leakage=0
neutrons

# Number of fission
# Number of absorption
# Number of absorption
# Number of scattering
#

Number

of

leaked

#=========================================================#
#
Geometry
#
#=========================================================#
r_fuel
= 0.53
radius
r_clad_in = 0.53
Cladding inner radius
r_clad_out = 0.90
Cladding outer radius
pitch
= 1.837
Cell pitch
t_clad
= r_clad_out-r_clad_in
Cladding thickness

# Fuel
#
#
#
#

#=========================================================#
#
Spatial and Energy Distribution of Neutrons
#
#=========================================================#
Neutrons_Energy=maxwell.rvs(size=Neutrons_Number) # Maxwellian Neutron Energy Distribution [MeV]
theta1=2*np.pi*np.random.random((Neutrons_Number)) # Angular location of initial neutron over 2pi
rnd=np.random.power(2,size=(Neutrons_Number))
# Random number for radial locations(powerlaw distribution)
r=rnd*r_fuel
#
Radial locations of initial neutrons over r
#=========================================================#
#
Calculations
#
#=========================================================#
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for i in range(Neutrons_Number):
# Loop for
each neutron
#
print("Neutron ",i)
# Initialize parameters
#---------------------alive=1
#
Neutron life parameter
interaction=0
#
Interaction control parameter
boundary=0
#
Boundary control parameter
regionchange=0
#
Region change control parameter
surface=0
#
Surface control parameter
region=0
#
Region control parameter, [fuel,cladding,moderator]=[0,1,2]
# Initilize neutron location and energy
#-------------------------------------E = []
E.append(Neutrons_Energy[i])
Energy=E[-1]
x = []
#
list for x coordinate of neutron location
y = []
#
list for y coordinate of neutron location
x.append(r[i]*np.cos(theta1[i]))
#
Initial x coordinate of radial neutron location
y.append(r[i]*np.sin(theta1[i]))
#
Initial y coordinate of radial neutron location
plt.plot(x,y,'*g')
#
Mark initial position of neutron
# Track neutron while it is alive
#-------------------------------while alive==1:
sig=CrossSections(Energy,region)
Load Cross Sections sig=[sig_f,sig_c,sig_s,sig_t]

#

#=========================================================#
#
Fuel Region
#
#=========================================================#
if region==0:
#

print("fuel(UO2)")
# UO2 Fuel
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A=238.02891
#
Mass Number(A) of Uranium
density=10.97
#
g/cc
if regionchange==0:
#
print("new theta")
theta=2*np.pi*np.random.random()
#
sample new direction angle
else:
#
print("same theta")
theta=theta
#
keep direction angle same
regionchange=0
d=-(1/sig[3])*np.log(np.random.random())#
the distance neutron goes before interaction
#
print(d,theta)
# Check distance for nearest surface
#------------------------------------------a=1
b=2*(x[-1]*np.cos(theta)+y[1]*np.sin(theta))
c=x[-1]**2+y[-1]**2-r_fuel**2
delta=b**2-4*a*c

#

#
#
#

df = []
d_pos = []
if delta>=0:
df1=(-b-delta**0.5)/(2*a)
df.append(df1)
df2=(-b+delta**0.5)/(2*a)
df.append(df2)
else:
print("delta cannot be negative")
break
for k in range(len(df)):
if df[k]>1e-9:
d_pos.append(df[k])
d_pos.sort()
print(d)
print(df)
dmin=d_pos[0]
print(dmin)

if d>=dmin:
# Neutron is leaving the fuel region(0)
and entering the cladding region(1)
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#

print("fuel -> cladding")
FuelSurfNeuNum[CalcGroup(Energy)]
=
FuelSurfNeuNum[CalcGroup(Energy)]+1
regionchange=1
surface=1
region=1
x.append(x[-1]+dmin*np.cos(theta))
y.append(y[-1]+dmin*np.sin(theta))
plt.plot(x[-2:],y[-2:],'-y')
else:
# Neutron is interacting at fuel region
#
print("interaction in fuel")
interaction=1
x.append(x[-1]+d*np.cos(theta))
# x
coordinate of projected interaction point
y.append(y[-1]+d*np.sin(theta))
# y
coordinate of projected interaction point
plt.plot(x[-2:],y[-2:],'-y')
#=========================================================#
#
Cladding Region
#
#=========================================================#
if region==1:
# Aluminum Cladding
A=26.981539
Mass Number(A) of Zirconium
density=2.70
g/cc
#
print("cladding(Zirconium)")
if regionchange==0:
#
print("new theta")
theta=2*np.pi*np.random.random()
sample new direction angle
else:
#
print("same theta")
theta=theta
keep direction angle same
regionchange=0
d=-(1/sig[3])*np.log(np.random.random())#
the distance neutron goes before interaction
#
print(d,theta)

#
#

#

#

# Check distance for nearest surface
#-------------------------------------------
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a=1
b=2*(x[-1]*np.cos(theta)+y[1]*np.sin(theta))
c_in=x[-1]**2+y[-1]**2-r_clad_in**2
c_out=x[-1]**2+y[-1]**2-r_clad_out**2
delta_in=b**2-4*a*c_in
delta_out=b**2-4*a*c_out
dc = []
d_pos = []
#=
if delta_in>=0:
dc1=(-b-delta_in**0.5)/(2*a)
dc.append(dc1)
dc2=(-b+delta_in**0.5)/(2*a)
dc.append(dc2)
if delta_out>=0:
dc3=(-b-delta_out**0.5)/(2*a)
dc.append(dc3)
dc4=(-b+delta_out**0.5)/(2*a)
dc.append(dc4)
else:
#
print("delta_out cannot be negative")
break
else:
#
print("no intersection with cladding
inner surface")
dc1=1e100
dc2=1e100
if delta_out>=0:
dc3=(-b-delta_out**0.5)/(2*a)
dc.append(dc3)
dc4=(-b+delta_out**0.5)/(2*a)
dc.append(dc4)
else:
#
print("delta_out cannot be negative")
break
for k in range(len(dc)):
if dc[k]>1e-9:
d_pos.append(dc[k])
d_pos.sort()
#
print(d)
#
print(dc)
dmin=d_pos[0]
#
print(dmin)
if d>=dmin:
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# Neutron is leaving the cladding region(1)
CladSurfNeuNum[CalcGroup(Energy)]
=
CladSurfNeuNum[CalcGroup(Energy)]+1
regionchange=1
if dmin==dc1 or dmin==dc2:
#
print("cladding -> fuel")
region=0
surface=1
elif dmin==dc3 or dmin==dc4:
#
print("cladding -> moderator")
region=2
surface=1
x.append(x[-1]+dmin*np.cos(theta))
y.append(y[-1]+dmin*np.sin(theta))
plt.plot(x[-2:],y[-2:],'-y')
else:
# Neutron is interacting at cladding region
#
print("interaction in cladding")
interaction=1
x.append(x[-1]+d*np.cos(theta))
# x
coordinate of projected interaction point
y.append(y[-1]+d*np.sin(theta))
# y
coordinate of projected interaction point
plt.plot(x[-2:],y[-2:],'-y')
#=========================================================#
#
Moderator Region
#
#=========================================================#
if region==2:
# H2O Moderator
A=1.00794
Mass Number(A) of H
density=1
g/cc
#
print("moderator(water)")
if regionchange==0:
#
print("new theta")
theta=2*np.pi*np.random.random()
sample new direction angle
else:
#
print("same theta")
theta=theta
keep direction angle same
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#
#

#

#

regionchange=0
d=-(1/sig[3])*np.log(np.random.random())#
the distance neutron goes before interaction
#
print(d,theta)
# Check distance for nearest surface
#------------------------------------------a=1
b=2*(x[-1]*np.cos(theta)+y[1]*np.sin(theta))
c_out=x[-1]**2+y[-1]**2-r_clad_out**2
delta_out=b**2-4*a*c_out
dm = []
d_pos = []
if delta_out>=0:
dm1=(-b-delta_out**0.5)/(2*a)
dm.append(dm1)
dm2=(-b+delta_out**0.5)/(2*a)
dm.append(dm2)
dm3=(pitch/2-x[-1])/np.cos(theta)
#
distance to right boundary
dm.append(dm3)
dm4=(pitch/2-y[-1])/np.sin(theta)
#
distance to top boundary
dm.append(dm4)
dm5=(-pitch/2-x[-1])/np.cos(theta)
#
distance to left boundary
dm.append(dm5)
dm6=(-pitch/2-y[-1])/np.sin(theta)
#
distance to bottom boundary
dm.append(dm6)
else:
#
print("no intersection with cladding
outer surface")
dm1=1e100
dm2=1e100
dm3=(pitch/2-x[-1])/np.cos(theta)
#
distance to right boundary
dm.append(dm3)
dm4=(pitch/2-y[-1])/np.sin(theta)
#
distance to top boundary
dm.append(dm4)
dm5=(-pitch/2-x[-1])/np.cos(theta)
#
distance to left boundary
dm.append(dm5)
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dm6=(-pitch/2-y[-1])/np.sin(theta)
distance to bottom boundary
dm.append(dm6)

#
#
#

#

for k in range(len(dm)):
if dm[k]>1e-9:
d_pos.append(dm[k])
d_pos.sort()
print(d)
print(dm)
dmin=d_pos[0]
print(dmin)
if d>=dmin:
# Neutron is leaving the moderator re-

gion(2)

#
#
#

#
#

#
#

#

regionchange=1
x.append(x[-1]+dmin*np.cos(theta))
y.append(y[-1]+dmin*np.sin(theta))
plt.plot(x[-2:],y[-2:],'-y')
if dmin==dm1 or dmin==dm2:
print("moderator -> cladding")
region=1
elif dmin==dm3:
print("leaving from right boundary")
boundary=1
Leakage=Leakage+1
print("appeared from left boundary")
x.append(-x[-1])
y.append(y[-1])
elif dmin==dm4:
print("leaving from top boundary")
boundary=1
Leakage=Leakage+1
print("appeared at bottom boundary")
x.append(x[-1])
y.append(-y[-1])
elif dmin==dm5:
print("leaving from left boundary")
boundary=1
Leakage=Leakage+1
print("appeared at right boundary")
x.append(-x[-1])
y.append(y[-1])
elif dmin==dm6:
print("leaving from bottom boundary")
boundary=1
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#

Leakage=Leakage+1
print("appeared at top boundary")
x.append(x[-1])
y.append(-y[-1])
else:
# Neutron is interacting at moderator re-

gion
#

print("interaction in cladding")
interaction=1
x.append(x[-1]+d*np.cos(theta))
coordinate of projected interaction point
y.append(y[-1]+d*np.sin(theta))
coordinate of projected interaction point
#
plt.plot(x[-2:],y[-2:],'-y')

# x
# y

#=========================================================#
#
Interactions
#
#=========================================================#
if interaction==1:
#sig=[sig_f,sig_c,sig_s,sig_t]
interaction=0
interaction_point_x.append(x[-1])
interaction_point_y.append(y[-1])
# Find interaction type
rnd=np.random.random()
if rnd<=(sig[0]/sig[3]):
#
print("Fisson")
Fission=Fission+1
alive=0
if np.random.random()<0.5:
nf=2
else:
nf=3
Neutrons_Produced=Neutrons_Produced+nf
nu=Neutrons_Produced/Fission
elif
(sig[0]/sig[3])<rnd
and
rnd<=((sig[0]+sig[1])/sig[3]):
#
print("Capture")
Capture=Capture+1
alive=0
else:
#
print("Scattering")
Scattering=Scattering+1
#=====================
# Neutron Slowing Down
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#=====================
ksi=1+np.log((A-1)/(A+1))*(A1)**2/(2*A) # Collision Energy Loss Parameter
E.append(E[-1]*np.exp(-ksi))
#
Average Energy of Neutron after collision
Energy=E[-1]
#plt.plot(interaction_point_x,interaction_point_y,'*r')
#=========================================================#
#
Plotting Geometry
#
#=========================================================#
plt.gcf().gca().add_artist(plt.Circle((0,0),r_fuel,fill=False))
plt.gcf().gca().add_artist(plt.Circle((0,0),r_clad_in,fill=False))
plt.gcf().gca().add_artist(plt.Circle((0,0),r_clad_out,fill=False))
plt.gcf().gca().add_artist(plt.Rectangle((-pitch/2,pitch/2),width=pitch, height=pitch, fill=False))
plt.xlim(-1,1)
plt.ylim(-1,1)
# Neutron Flux Spectrum
A = np.pi*r_fuel**2
c = Neutrons_Number*10 #scaling factor
x1=Group_Energy
y1=np.array(FuelSurfNeuNum)/np.array(A*c)
x2 = np.linspace(0,30,500)
y2 = 0.453 * np.sinh((2.29*x2)**0.5) * np.exp(-x2*1.036)
plt.figure()
plt.plot(x1,y1, x2,y2)
plt.xlabel("Energy (MeV)")
plt.ylabel("Flux (n/cm2/s)")
pylab.plot(x1, y1, '-b', label='Qualifying')
pylab.plot(x2, y2, '-r', label='Watt')
pylab.legend(loc='upper right')
#=========================================================#
#
Results
#
#=========================================================#
Neutrons_Lost=Leakage+Absorption+Fission
keff=(Neutrons_Produced+Leakage)/Neutrons_Lost
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Interactions=Scattering+Absorption+Fission
Absorption=Fission+Capture
print("Number of Interactions...................= ",Interactions)
print("Number
of
Scattering
Events..............=
",Scattering)
print("Number of Capture Events.................= ",Capture)
print("Number of Fission Events.................= ",Fission)
print("Number of Absorption Events..............= ",Absorption)
print("Averega nu...............................= ",nu)
print("Number of Neutrons Produced by Fission...= ",Neutrons_Produced)
print("Number of Neutrons Leaked from System....= ",Leakage)
print("Number of Neutrons Leaked into System....= ",Leakage)
print("Effective
Multiplication
Factor(keff)....=
",keff)
plt.show()
return
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